Key points

1. President Biden’s Summit for Democracy exacerbates regime security fears in states such as Russia and China, further destabilizing relations and making it more difficult to advance U.S. interests.

2. U.S. policymakers may claim democracy promotion and regime change are clearly different policies. But years of excessive pursuit of both to prop up U.S. hegemony mean Russia, China, and other non-democracies perceive them as part of a unified U.S. threat to their regimes.

3. China and Russia’s fears for their regime security may be overwrought, but regardless, they encourage those states to collaborate more with each other; resist diplomacy with the United States on other issues, such as arms control; and crack down on dissidents and civil society. Viewing U.S.-backed democracy promotion as a tool of regime change, China and Russia do more to suppress democracy at home and work to undermine it abroad.

4. The U.S. alleviating all of China and Russia’s apparent concerns is impossible and unnecessary; indeed, some regime insecurity is welcome for its restraining influence. But to advance its own interests, the United States should find ways to diminish piqued regime security fears.

5. To reduce regime security fears, especially in China and Russia, the United States should separate democracy promotion from its grand strategy—democracy promotion is not a security priority. Democracy promotion is good but starts at home, by being an exemplar of liberal values.

A “Summit for Democracy” sounds good but is counterproductive

The Biden administration’s virtual Summit for Democracy beginning December 9 with 111 other countries and governments has the stated goal to “defend democracy and human rights at home and abroad.” While echoing the famous call to “make the world safe for democracy,” the summit follows the Biden administration’s push to emphasize democratic renewal as a key feature in its national security strategy.

This emphasis marks a shift from the rhetoric of the Trump administration, but it fits squarely in a U.S. foreign policy tradition going back decades. Skeptics of the summit note it will likely fail to attain any tangible goals, but advocates hope it will produce concrete action, including steps to promote democracy in Russia and China.

There has been much haggling over which countries the Biden administration invited to the summit but less attention on the broader effects this summit might have on U.S. interests. There is a surprising lack of consideration of what China and Russia, among others, see lurking behind the renewed U.S. emphasis on democracy globally. Already, both countries have cautioned the Biden administration against the summit, saying a foreign policy focused on “spreading ‘democracy’ and values against other countries’ preferences will severely undermine regional and international peace, security, and stability.”

While most of the positive movement that comes out of this summit will likely be symbolic, the downsides of emphasizing democracy promotion in U.S. foreign policy could have real and dangerous effects. Revitalizing American democracy should remain a domestic priority. But promoting global democracy as a top foreign policy priority, other than by being an exemplar, achieves nothing concrete while giving credence to China and Russia’s fears about U.S. regime change efforts, making it harder to advance U.S. interests with those influential states.
Countries and governments invited to the 2021 Summit for Democracy

The United States invited 111 participants to a two-day virtual summit starting December 9, 2021.

**Why states fear for regime security**

Regime security refers to maintaining control over who or what authority rules in a state. While often overlooked, regime security is as vital as traditional territorial security to most states. The issue is often discussed in terms of internal threats, like coups or popular uprisings, but external threats to regime security are often even more menacing. And when external actors combine with internal forces to threaten regime security, the regime is under extreme pressure to preserve its rule and remove opportunities for external influence. Eliminating regime insecurity is impossible, and indeed some insecurity is inevitable and welcome as a restraining force. But too much insecurity, especially from external sources, can push regimes to look for ways to improve their safety, such as by suppressing democracy at home and increasing hostility abroad to counter countries seeking regime change. In other words, aggressive democracy promotion, by triggering regime insecurity in autocracies, can encourage repression and aggression.

A dominant feature of U.S. foreign policy for decades has been its interest in threatening the regime security of various states through regime change, democracy promotion, and electoral interference. Whether through intervening in Haiti and the Dominican Republic under Woodrow Wilson, interfering in Italian elections during the early Cold War, or aiding coups in Guatemala and Iran, the United States has been remarkably consistent in pursuing regime change over the past century. Sadly, even when “successful,” these efforts often unleash disastrous side effects, including harm to regional stability, human rights, and democracy.

Since the Cold War, U.S. grand strategy sought democratic expansion around the world to promote American primacy. This manifested through alliance conditionality, civil society support, and direct military action to expand democracy and advance U.S. primacy. In the 1990s, advocates of the United States promoting democracy abroad argued a larger community of democracies would support U.S. interests and continued American hegemonic power. As the Clinton National Security Strategy (NSS), published in 1994, articulated it, “All of America’s strategic interests—from promoting prosperity at home to checking global threats abroad before they threaten our territory—are served by enlarging the community of democratic and free market nations.”

The United States promoted democracy through military interventions, such as in the former Yugoslavia, Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya, and elsewhere. But it also did so in other ways, most prominently through non-military democracy promotion abroad.
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The primary tools of democracy promotion were funding overseas civil society groups, backing popular protests within foreign countries, and using the carrot of alliance expansion to influence foreign governments. Overthrowing existing non-democratic regimes with political tools was often preferable to military intervention for spreading democracy, but the sword remained ready.\textsuperscript{11}

Countries targeted for U.S.-backed regime change attempts during the Cold War

The United States planned and carried out dozens of covert and overt regime change campaigns between 1947 and 1989, according to research by Lindsey O’Rourke of Boston College.

While democratic expansion continued throughout the Clinton, Bush, and Obama administrations, and even during the Trump administration, the United States regularly threatened to change regimes it disagreed with and encouraged domestic opposition groups. In the last administration alone, the “maximum pressure” campaign against Iran, the North Korean nuclear talks, the Venezuelan election crisis, and regular comments about China by U.S. officials all referenced the nefariousness of their regimes and a desire for an alternative.\textsuperscript{12} The persistent discussion of regime change continued to make democracy synonymous with a pro-U.S. orientation and raised regime security fears of various states.

Years of U.S.-led regime change and democracy promotion have fostered fears today among various non-democratic foreign leaders that the United States is actively undermining their power or seeking to overthrow them. Even where leaders’ concerns about regime change are overwrought, decades of U.S. actions abroad lend credence to their fears.

Regime security fears today in China and Russia

Since the end of the Cold War, China and Russia have witnessed the United States use democracy promotion efforts as instruments to topple foreign leaders they dislike, such as during the so-called “color revolutions” and the Arab Spring.\textsuperscript{13} When popular protests appear now, the worry is the United States will intervene to support the protestors against the regime.

This U.S. playbook drives anxieties in China and Russia—namely that the United States will use democracy promotion efforts to create protest movements that they will then intervene to aid. U.S. policymakers insist democracy promotion and regime change by intervention are clearly distinct and separate tools. China, Russia, and other non-democratic regimes think differently. They view each as a variation on the same regime-threatening theme.
Leaders of non-democratic nations have witnessed overt U.S.-led regime change efforts in the last 30 years, which has increased regime insecurity. Even powerful nations, like China and Russia, fear they are targets of military or non-military intervention efforts to undermine their hold on power.

In both Beijing and Moscow, official documents discuss fears of American interference. Threats against regime security are repeatedly discussed as a core national challenge. The 2015 Chinese military strategy states, “anti-China forces have never given up their attempt to instigate a ‘color revolution’ in this country.”\(^\text{14}\) Russia’s 2015 national security strategy listed the same concerns as a core security threat.\(^\text{15}\) As one Russian general put it, “the primary threats to Russian sovereignty” are “stemming from U.S.-funded social and political movements such as color revolutions, the Arab Spring, and the Maidan movement.”\(^\text{16}\) It follows that Russia and China require a robust military deterrent and political strategy to push back and balance against this expression of American hegemony into their areas of core interest.\(^\text{17}\)

Russia also views alliance expansion explicitly tied to democracy promotion as a threat to its regime security. For example, NATO expansion tied to democracy promotion made NATO not only a military alliance, but also a tool of democratic expansion. In this sense, Russia views continued talk of NATO expansion in terms of traditional security and in terms of how it affects the Russian regime’s security. As Russia scholar Andrei Tsygankov explains, a “more recent perception by the Kremlin betrays fear of the alliance as an offensive military organization employed to meet the larger objective to dismantle Russia’s political regime.”\(^\text{18}\) Russia views further NATO expansion as a growing military club and a vehicle for democracy promotion with armed force behind it that threatens territory and the regime’s ability to maintain its rule.

In China, policymakers watch U.S. actions that they perceive as undermining the legitimacy of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) in Hong Kong and supporting an independent Taiwan, among other actions, and conclude that this is in line with a grand strategy targeting the Chinese regime. Wang Jisi, president of the Institute of International and Strategic Studies at Peking University, explains China presumes “that the Americans intended to sow the seeds of dissent in China and eventually topple the CCP.”\(^\text{19}\) Similarly, Russia views American efforts at “democracy promotion as a cover for U.S.-sponsored regime change.”\(^\text{20}\) Or, Keir Giles, a Russia expert at Chatham House, says it, Russia assumes “the essential aim of western policy is to expand its space of influence or bring about regime change in Russia.”\(^\text{21}\) To both, providing any support, material or otherwise, to protests against the regime is seen as the first step to potential U.S.-backed regime change.

Some American policymakers call China and Russia’s claims about fearing a U.S. regime change cynical, arguing that their statements are merely targeted toward domestic audiences.\(^\text{22}\) While probably true at times, with regular statements in prominent outlets by current and former U.S. officials about a desire or interest in overthrowing regimes in Beijing and Moscow, among other countries—and given U.S. wars to oust leaders—these leaders take threats to their regime seriously.\(^\text{23}\)
Three issues made more difficult by regime change fears

China and Russia’s fears of American-led regime change have real-world implications for U.S. policy that are underexamined. Most notably, these fears encourage both Russia and China to take steps to obtain greater regime security against external threats from U.S. influence. This unfortunately is then used by some American policymakers as evidence that the regimes are nefarious and even greater democracy promotion is necessary, creating a spiral of worsening relations with China, Russia, and other nations.

This negatively affects U.S. interests in three specific areas: arms control; alliances; and, counterintuitively, human rights and democracy.

Arms Control

Viewing a nuclear deterrent as the ultimate defense for the regime, fears of regime change helped start a new missile-based arms race as both China and Russia seek to retain a robust nuclear deterrent to defend their regimes. The current U.S. nuclear posture that includes ballistic missile defense programs, coupled with the U.S. history of democracy promotion, looks particularly threatening to states with regime security concerns. Threatened nations may perceive that a robust deterrent has stopped the United States from attempting intervention on behalf of a domestic opposition movement so far—and continued American nuclear modernization is an attempt to remove this deterrent.

Fear of potential regime change backed by ballistic missile defense and global strike systems has driven doctrinal change in Russia. Moscow’s fear, as former U.S. Department of Defense analyst Thomas R. McCabe explains, is that “western technological superiority and the possibility that western technological surprise may render their defenses obsolete,” removing the deterrent that would guarantee regime security. In particular, U.S. missile defense technology and missile modernization have caused, as a senior political scientist at the RAND Corporation explained in 2018, “Russian leadership to fear U.S.-sponsored unrest (as Russian leaders believe happened in Ukraine), backed up with precision munitions supplied by the United States and its allies. The Russians think they have seen this movie before in Serbia, Libya, Iraq, and, if not for timely Russian intervention, Syria.” As some Russian participants at a Track II nuclear dialogue put it a few years ago when discussing missile defense technology, “Russian complaints about strategic military problems are a verbalization of subliminal fears of a color revolution. And Putin wants a guarantee that no color revolution happens in Russia.”

Similarly, as the Chinese admit, their nuclear forces are premised on providing the “strategic cornerstone for safeguarding national sovereignty.” As emerged over many meetings with Chinese officials and academics, the Chinese view American intentions as “aimed at overthrowing the Chinese Communist Party. In this context, China’s leaders are highly motivated not to lose their ability to threaten to retaliate credibly.” The result is a concerted effort toward nuclear modernization, the pursuit of hypersonic missiles, and increased arsenal size.

In general, this means that fears of regime insecurity directly harm arms control agreements and harm nuclear stability. At the same time, U.S. policymakers focusing on internal characteristics in China and Russia as a basis for resisting arms control talks, and blaming the lack of arms control on their governing regimes, only encourages nuclear arms racing that harms U.S. goals. Focusing on the internal characteristics of states as a feature of U.S. grand strategy limits the extent of global cooperation expected, reducing the range of options to advance arms control and nuclear moderation.

Alliances

China and Russia correctly see U.S. alliance expansion as tied to democracy promotion and view U.S. alliances as vehicles to expand American primacy. Reflecting this, China and Russia share an interest in challenging America’s alliances, with both trying to sow disunity among U.S. allies and find sympathetic partners to contest U.S. interests. Russian defense analysts, for example, have pinpointed NATO member states for Russia to target to prevent them from supporting regime change in Moscow. China has also attempted to promote its influence among U.S. allies, such as Australia and New Zealand, and to create regional partnerships in the Asia-Pacific that exclude the United States.
Problematically, this competition for influence then leads the United States to view its alliances and partnerships even more through the lens of democracy, rather than focus on U.S. strategic interests. When tying alliance decisions to democracy, it encourages the United States to include a greater number of alliance partners than it otherwise would think to do on a purely military basis, or to treat democratic states in security danger as near allies. For instance, in recent months, the Biden administration discussed Taiwan and Ukraine as vital U.S. strategic partners not due to their military importance but in terms of defending democracy. Adding Ukraine to NATO does not make sense to promote greater U.S. security. But when the emphasis becomes one of defending Ukrainian democracy or expanding the democratic community, the prospect of adding Ukraine becomes more tantalizing. Similarly, recent debates about making a clearer commitment to defend Taiwan have emphasized the importance of defending Taiwanese democracy.

Chinese and Russian actions against each then become even greater impetuses for the United States to link alliance expansion to democracy promotion without regard for the escalatory signals it sends. Making democracy the basis of alliance decision-making then makes every pro-democracy movement appear as fundamentally aligned with the United States and a threat to China and Russia. This encourages greater Russian and Chinese interference in democracy movements outside their borders due to democracy. Repressing democracy movements then, unfortunately, leads to calls for western alliances to support these activists, further confirming the fears of both Russia and China as to what lurks behind these movements.

The U.S. focus on democracy and the fears of regime change it stokes also push China and Russia closer together. In recent months, this has manifested through increased discussions about how both countries should work together more, directly referencing President Biden’s renewed interest in democracy as something to defend against. As Chinese defense minister Wang Yi explained in March, “The Biden administration regards China and Russia as rivals and enemies, and advances human rights and democracy in his policy. Therefore, he may… challenge the existing non-democratic systems and promote the change of democratic regimes.” Both China and Russia believe U.S.-supported democracy forces harm their internal regime security and have started to work together in different venues to push back against American interests. Today’s cooperation thus has a clear goal: to challenge U.S. democracy promotion that threatens their regimes.

**Civil society and moral hazards**

A grand strategy emphasizing democracy promotion creates a final paradox where actions taken that, in principle, are supposed to aid civil society organizations (CSOs), democracy activists, and promote local democracy can end up harming them. The states most concerned about maintaining regime security are least likely to permit external support for activists and civil society organizations. They will take direct actions to prevent external influence, targeting those they think will work to reduce their regime’s power.

When democracy promotion is made a central pillar of U.S. foreign policy, activists can become regarded as proxies for pro-U.S. regime change policies, ultimately harming CSOs working in these countries. Regimes then crack down on NGOs, repress civil society, and restrict popular protests, which U.S. policymakers see as clear evidence of regime nefariousness to which the United States must then respond, furthering the spiral.

One example of this playing out was how Chinese leaders saw recent protests in Hong Kong against China’s national security law as tied to U.S. interests after passage of U.S. laws designed to support the protestors. Chinese officials and diplomats harshly commented on U.S. support for the dissidents and labeled many of the protestors as backed by U.S. intelligence agencies, leading to more crackdowns and repression. Similar actions played out in Russia following the 2011 election protests. Civil society actors, by being tied to U.S. democracy promotion efforts, often end up harmed by these actions. It is ultimately a net negative for democracy globally to associate democracy with continued U.S. primacy in the international system.

Ultimately, distrust and fear of foreign interference and support for various CSOs should not come as a surprise. The United States itself is resistant to interference in its domestic affairs, as the 2016 election and subsequent actions demonstrated. President Biden specifically campaigned against foreign interference and lobbying in the United States as it was viewed as improper and at times a security threat. China and Russia view a U.S. fixation on democracy promotion in similar terms.
Annual U.S. funding for democracy promotion

Most of U.S. democracy promotion assistance, as categorized by the Congressional Research Service, goes through USAID, the State Department, and the National Endowment for Democracy. In practice, however, other U.S. spending in other budget categories also promotes democracy abroad.

U.S. efforts to promote democracy, other than by modeling democracy at home, can lead to a moral hazard where democracy activists and protestors take to the streets against certain regimes expecting U.S. support or even directly asking for it. This creates both an expectation of American support from the activists and a view among China, Russia, and others that an American hand is behind certain protests when it is not. This makes it easier politically for Beijing and Moscow to mobilize for repression. It also makes it difficult for activists and regimes to accept agreements and de-escalate when the specter of potential U.S. intervention looms. Rather than producing off-ramps to avoid worsening relations, this moral hazard amplifies regime security concerns.

The larger problem with prioritizing democracy promotion in U.S. foreign policy is it can encourage foolish wars on behalf of democratic, or seemingly democratic, opposition groups, as in Libya and Syria. Some analysts have gone so far as to argue for a “right to assist” doctrine that would encourage greater assistance to local activists abroad and use U.S. force and economic might to defend their ability to mobilize against current regimes whenever they see fit. This is a dangerous logic that, similar to the “responsibility to protect” doctrine, would create compulsions to intervene abroad recklessly, while stoking the regime security fears of Russia and China.

**Breaking the regime change cycle after the Summit for Democracy**

The Biden administration’s Summit for Democracy has created diplomatic headaches, with various participants arguing over who should and should not be invited. While these headaches are real, they are manageable compared to those worsened by maintaining democracy promotion as the focus of U.S. grand strategy. Any good from democracy promotion will likely get overcome by the downside: making competition with China and Russia more ideological and less focused on making prudent choices that advance vital U.S. security and prosperity interests.

An overemphasis on democracy promotion has already transformed the crises in Taiwan and Ukraine into more ideological contests, rather than discussions about core national interests and foreign policy priorities. By hosting the summit, tensions will likely escalate, as more global issues get cast in terms of democracy against autocracy. The United States should take greater steps to consider regime security concerns more seriously and break the connection between democracy promotion and U.S. grand strategy.

Overall, moving away from a grand strategy that focuses on making the world safe for democracy will be a change from the past few decades, but is essential for creating prudent foreign policy fit for today's geostrategic reality. Past U.S. policies make it challenging to credibly show the United States is not interested in regime change. But the difficulty in reversing regime security fears does not mean the United States should actively inflame these fears further.
In the near term, the United States should pursue prudent policies toward Taiwan and Ukraine. Reframing the crises in Ukraine and Taiwan, not as challenges to global democracy, but instead as territorial conflicts of asymmetric importance, is a good first step. Generally, U.S. leaders making sober assessments about U.S. interests and not calling every crisis an existential defense of democracy is necessary to de-escalate regime security fears.

In the longer term, more extensive discussions should occur about the multi-decade path of infusing democracy promotion into U.S. grand strategy and all the drawbacks that have resulted. Resisting intervention when faced with adversarial regimes and working to find common ground with non-democratic governments will go a long way toward reducing acute fears and allowing greater cooperation on areas of mutual interest. Focusing on external features of states as a basis of U.S. foreign policy is the best way forward. Increased focus on democracy will increase tensions with China and Russia, heighten their regime security concerns, make critical areas of cooperation unavailable, and make conflict more likely. Rather than a democratic peace, democracy promotion is more likely to make competition hotter as regime protection becomes a priority.

The United States should not give up supporting liberal democracy abroad. However, it should be far more cautious about how exactly it does so, given the dangers U.S. statements and actions create for local democratic activists. And while it is hard to decide where exactly to draw that line, it is easy enough to remember that supporting democracy begins at home. Modeling as a beacon of democracy at home rather than abroad is an old idea worth renewed attention, one that has proven effective in truly promoting liberal democracy before.
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